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PUBLIC PETITIONS COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION OF PE1333: 
QUESTIONS ARISING FROM COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

(See ‘Written submissions’ for responses) 
 
 
TUESDAY 20 SEPTMBER 2011 
 
Scottish Government— 

 Can I draw your attention to the points raised by John Wilson towards 
the end of the discussion on the petition, in particular where clarity is 
sought from you on “making charges that seem to bear no relation to 
the services that are being provided” 

 
 
TUESDAY 8 FEBRUARY 2011— 
 
Scottish Government— 

 Will you look at council tax banding, water and sewerage charges as part 
of the forthcoming review of the existing Site Management Guidance?  

 
 
TUESDAY 23 NOVEMBER 2010— 
 
Scottish Government— 

 What is the timescale for reviewing the guidance on local authority 
Gypsy/Traveller site management? 

 Will you involve the petitioner in this review? 

 What specific aspects of the review will cover the issues raised in the 
petition? 

 
 
TUESDAY 5 OCTOBER 2010— 
 
Scottish Government— 

 The Equality and Human Rights Commission‟s submission (PE1333/C) 
raises two critical issues. First, that different rights are afforded to people 
depending on whether they live in council tenancies or on local authority 
Gypsy Traveller sites and second, that water and sewerage charges can 
be levied on people living in local authority sites whereas “the supply of 
such facilities to the site is either unsatisfactory or not evident at all”. In the 
words of the Commission, this “fundamental inequality of outcome must be 
addressed by the Scottish Government”. Will you call for an inquiry in the 
terms expressed by the Commission “to explore the issue further, consider 
options which would be of benefit to all, and to make recommendations for 
legislative change in this regard”? If not, why not? 

 
Scottish Water— 

  How do you determinate the levying of water and sewerage charges and 
how do you apply these to Gypsy Travellers sites, particularly the sites 
where the supply of such services is unsatisfactory or not evident at all? 
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TUESDAY 29 JUNE 2010— 
 
Scottish Government— 

 Will you investigate and when, and if necessary redress, the inequalities 
referred to in the petition? 

 Is there a discrepancy between the Local Government Finance (Scotland) 
Act 1992 under which a caravan must be classed as a dwelling for the 
purposes of council tax banding, and s86(1) of the Housing Act (Scotland) 
Act 1987, and subsequent Acts, which state that a caravan cannot be 
classed as a dwelling in so far as the assessment of minimal tolerable 
standards? If so, when will you remedy this? 

 Can local authorities legally charge council tax even if they do not provide 
any amenities? If they can and do so, how do you regard such practice? 

 Do Scottish Gypsy travellers have ethnic origins, with reference in 
particular to the Race Relations Act of 1976, and do they therefore enjoy 
the same legal protection as other ethnic minorities under the Act? (see 
the point raised by Nigel Don MSP about distinguishing between Gypsy 
travellers and those who may adopt this lifestyle) 

 When will the meeting scheduled between the First Minister, the Cabinet 
Secretary for Justice, the Minister for Communities and the petitioner to 
discuss the inadequacy of the Scottish legal framework in relation to 
Gypsy traveller attempts to secure social justice and legal redress, take 
place? Will you update the Committee on the action points from this 
meeting? 

 The 2005 report of the Equal Opportunities Committee, „Preliminary 
Findings on Gypsy/Travellers - Review of Progress‟ concluded that no 
progress seemed to have been made in the previous five years in 
addressing issues raised from the travelling community: accommodation, 
education, health, representation and engagement. What tangible 
progress has been made since that report, specifically with regards to 
water, electricity and sewerage? 

 
Scottish Human Rights Commission— 
Equality and Human Rights Commission Scotland— 
Central Scotland Racial Equality Council— 

 Do you support the aims of this petition? 

 Do Scottish Gypsy travellers have ethnic origins, with reference in 
particular to the Race Relations Act of 1976, and do they therefore enjoy 
the same legal protection as other ethnic minorities under the Act?  

 What steps do you intend to take to prevent people from suffering a similar 
fate to that of the petitioner, namely the threat of sequestration, being 
billed for a dwelling which if it was a house would have been condemned 
for being below a tolerable standard? 

 
 
A selection of local authorities (Perth & Kinross, Highland) 
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Shelter Scotland— 

 Do you support the aims of this petition? 

 [To councils only] Is there a discrepancy between the Local Government 
Finance (Scotland) Act 1992 under which a caravan must be classed as a 
dwelling for the purposes of council tax banding, and s86(1) of the 
Housing Act (Scotland) Act 1987, and subsequent Acts, which state that a 
caravan cannot be classed as a dwelling in so far as the assessment of 
minimal tolerable standards?  

 [To councils only] Can local authorities legally charge council tax even if 
they do not provide any amenities? If they can and do so, how do you 
regard such practice? 

 [To councils only] What steps do you intend to take to prevent people from 
suffering a similar fate to that of the petitioner, namely the threat of 
sequestration, being billed for a dwelling which if it was a house would 
have been condemned for being below a tolerable standard?  

 
 


